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ME 
• Crafty 
•  Libraries are for 

experimenting 
•  Background in Math & 

Economics 
•  Achiever, Analytical, 

Deliberative, Focus, 
Strategic  
•  “Strengths Finder 2.0” Tom 

Rath 
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Are you originally 
from California? 
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Is a hot dog a 
sandwich? 
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My Comfort-Level with Creating 
Data Visualizations is 
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Which Animal is the best? 
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Cat Dog 



Data Visualizations 
Definition 
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The representation and presentation of data to facilitate 
understanding 



Data visualization 
•  an umbrella term, covering 

both information and 
scientific visualization 

•  A general way of talking 
about anything that converts 
data sources into a visual 
representation 
•  like charts, graphs, maps, 

sometimes even just tables 
 

•  Scientific visualization: 
the visualization of scientific 
data that have close ties to 
real-world objects with spatial 
properties 

 
•  Information visualization: 

covering most statistical 
charts and graphs 

•  Infographic: 
 combining various statistics 
and visualizations with a 
narrative 
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Why should We use 
data visualizations? 
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User Services 
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Library Maps 
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Instruction 

13 https://search-credoreference-com.libproxy.sdsu.edu/search/visual?
concepts=Bullying 

	

Using a Mind Map to draft a 
research question in 
Introductory Writing Courses 

Mind Map of Bullying from Credo Reference 



Digital Humanities 
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Mediate at 
the 
University 
of 
Rochester 



Marketing Resources 
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Infographics to highlight library 
resources and market them to 
students 



Marketing Spaces 

16 https://library.sdsu.edu/digital-humanities-center  



3D Scans 
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Using library 
resources to 
generate 3D 
scans to 
document 
physical objects 



Library Assessment 
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Reference Service Assessment 
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Usage 
Statistics for 
2014-2015 
academic 
year 

In-Person,	
16040	

Phone,	1952	

Chat,	769	

Email,	465	

Text,	153	

Virtual,	1387	

Number	of	Reference	Questions	Asked	
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Categories 
of 
Questions 
asked at the 
Reference 
Desk 
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When 
Different 
People 
ask 
Questions 
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When 
People 
Search the 
Library’s 
Homepage 
from On-
Campus 



Chat Service Assessment 
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8	am	-	7	
pm,	305	

After	
Hours,	
464	

Chat	Questions	asked	in	relation	to	
Reference	Desk	Hours	
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337 

756 
915 

1128 1127 

889 941 

608 
471 

Spring 
2015 

Fall 2015 Spring 
2016 

Fall 2016 Spring 
2017 

Fall 2017 Spring 
2018 

Fall 2018 Spring 
2019 

3D Print Requests Fulfilled 
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130 

207 207 

75 

2016 2017 2018 2019 
*only 

spring 

ORIENTATION 
ATTENDANCE BY 

YEAR 

46 
55 

75 

38 

3 1 0 
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117 

133 

91 

21 

Jan  Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec 

ORIENTATION ATTENDANCE 
BY MONTH 
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Master Builder  
Majors 



Library Research 
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Case Study of Outreach Events 
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Syllabus Collection Text Mining 
Article 
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Category 
Occurrence and 
Relationships 
Map 



Citation Analysis 
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Literature Review 
From a general search scan of “academic library” & “data visualization” 
•  Library Assessment 
•  Supporting library decision-making 
•  Examine an academic library collection 
•  Bibliometric/citation analysis 
•  Space management and usage – GIS & heat maps Seating patterns – 

heat map 
•  Data management 
•  Library data services – data management & teaching how to make data 

visualizations 
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Data Science Process 
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Ben Fry’s Process 
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Data Acquisition 
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What Data is Available? 
•  Usage 

•  Gate Counts 
•  Computer Log-ins 
•  LibGuides 
•  Primo Searches 
•  Service Desks 
•  Research Consultations 
•  Instruction Sessions 
•  Alma Circulation Stats 
•  Special Collections Access 
•  Journal COUNTER 

•  Collections 
•  Alma Catalog 
•  Vendor Supplied Info   

•  Administration 
•  Budget 
•  Staffing 

•  Campus 
•  Student/Faculty Demographics 
•  Research Output 

•  “Open” Sources 
•  Data.gov, wikidata.org, datahub.io 
•  Simply Analytics 

 
Other Available Data?  
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Library Databases Resources 
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https://libguides.sdsu.edu/az.php?t=21125 



Collecting Your Own Data 
•  Defining your own data 

collection procedures is 
incredibly powerful   

•  Collecting one’s own data 
lets data processing inform 
collection 

 

38 
Source: Magnuson, L. (2016). Data visualization: A guide to visual storytelling for libraries (LITA 
guides). Lanham: Rowman & Littlefield  



Exploratory Data 
Analysis 
Parsing, Filtering, Mining 
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Examining the Data 
• Do you have all the data 

you need? Does it 
include all the variables 
that you are interested 
in? 
•  Are there any obvious 

errors in your data? Is 
there any data that is 
missing? 

40 
Source: Andy Kirk's book Data Visualization: a successful design process. 
	
	



Understanding the Data Types 
•  What type of data have 

you acquired? 
•  What is the range of values 

for each type of data? 
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Parsing & Filtering 
•  Data sets may need to supplemented, pruned, or aggregated.  
•  Always keep in mind that we refine our data sets to enhance 

their objectivity, not discard it 
•  Discarding data points simply because they are problematic is 

unethical and distorted 
•  Example: 

•  Research a library’s virtual reference service 
•  Filter data outside the scope such as interactions via phone or in person 

•  Documentation is vital 
•  Should maintain a running narrative of the alterations we make and 

their rationale 
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Transforming Data 
•  Transforming for Quality 

•  Do you need to clean up your data? Do you need to fix any errors or fill in any gaps in 
your data? 

•  Transforming for Analysis 
•  Parsing (splitting up) and variables, such as extracting year from a date value   
•  Merging variables to form new ones, such as creating a whole name out of title, 

forename, and surname 
•  Converting qualitative data/free-text into coded values or keywords 
•  Deriving new values out of others, such as gender from title or a sentiment out of some 

qualitative data 
•  Creating calculations for use in analysis, such as percentage proportions 
•  Removing redundant data for which you have no planned use (be careful though!) 
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Parsing/Filtering Tools 
• Excel 
• R 
• OpenRefine 
• Scripting Language  
•  Python 
•  Perl 
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Bibliomining 
•  Or data mining for 

libraries, was first used by 
Nicholson & Stanton 
(2003) to describe the 
combination of data 
warehousing, data mining 
and bibliometrics. This 
term is used to track 
patterns, behavior 
changes, and trends of 
library systems 
transactions. 
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Source: Siguenza-Guzman, L., Saquicela, V., Avila-Ordóñez, E., Vandewalle, J., & Cattrysse, D. (2015). Literature 
Review of Data Mining Applications in Academic Libraries. The Journal of Academic Librarianship, 41(4), 499–
510. https://doi.org/10.1016/J.ACALIB.2015.06.007 



Holistic Approach to Library 
Evaluation 

1.  Internal perspective of the 
library system — process/
service analysis 

2.  External perspective of the 
library system — quality 
analysis 

3.  Internal perspective of the 
library collection — collection 
analysis 

4.  External perspective of the 
library collection — usage 
analysis 
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Source: Siguenza-Guzman, L., Saquicela, V., Avila-Ordóñez, E., Vandewalle, J., & Cattrysse, D. (2015). Literature 
Review of Data Mining Applications in Academic Libraries. The Journal of Academic Librarianship, 41(4), 499–
510. https://doi.org/10.1016/J.ACALIB.2015.06.007 



Data Mining Models 
1.  Association 

•  Aims to find the existing (or potential) 
relationships between data items –  

•  statistics and apriori algorithms 

2.  Clustering  
•  task of uncovering unanticipated 

trends by segmenting no predefined 
clusters 

•  neural networks, k-means algorithms, 
and discrimination analysis  

3.  Classification  
•  the task of attempting to discover 

predictive patterns by classifying 
database records into a number of 
predefined categorical classes based 
on certain criteria 

•  neural networks, decision trees, and 
if-then-else rules 

4.  Regression  
•  statistical technique that maps a data 

item to a real-valued prediction 
variable 

•  used to capture the trends of 
frequent patterns 

•  linear regression and logistic 
regression analysis 
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Format/Process 
•  The technical procedures of 

converting data from their 
original format to the one 
that our visualization 
software utilizes 

•  As we go along converting 
data from one format to 
another, it behooves us to 
keep intermediary copies of 
the data as they transition.  
•  Git 
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Making a Data 
Visualization 
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The Three Stages of 
Understanding 

50 

Perceiving Interpreting Comprehending 

What does it show?  
Where is big, medium, 

small? 
How do things compare? 
What relationships exist? 

What does it mean?  
What is good and bad? 

Is it meaningful or 
insignificant? 

Unusual or expected? 

What does it mean to 
me?  

What are the main 
messages? 

What have I learnt? 
Any actions to take? 

Source: Kirk, A. (2016). Data visualisation: A handbook for data driven design. 



The Three Principles of Good 
Visualization Design 
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Principle 1 
 

Good data 
visualization is  

Trustworthy 

Principle 2 
 

Good data visualization 
is  

Accessible 

Principle 3 
 

Good data visualization 
is  

Elegant 

Source: Kirk, A. (2016). Data visualisation: A handbook for data driven design. 



Lying with Data 
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Figure shows 
Research Desk 
Questions asked vs 
build IT door traffic 
for Oct 11, 2016 - Nov 
29, 2016 
 
https://public.tableau.com/
profile/jenny.wong.welch#!/
vizhome/RSvsbIT2016/Sheet1 



Data Stories 
The simplest story — counting or 
totaling something 
•  Measurement  
 
But it’s often difficult to know if 
that’s a lot or a little. For that, you 
need context — which can be 
provided by: 

•  Proportion 
•  Internal comparison 
•  External comparison 
•  Change over time 
•  ‘League tables’ 
•  Analysis by categories 
 
Or you can relate factors 
numerically 
•  Association 
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This information was copied from http://datajournalismhandbook.org/1.0/en/understanding_data_5.html and shared under a Creative Commons 
Attribution-ShareAlike license 

	



Data Stories Cont. 
But, of course, always remember 
that correlation and causation are 
not the same thing. 
 
So if you’re investigating paper clip 
spending, are you also getting the 
following figures: 

•  Total spending to provide 
context? 

•      Geographical/historical/other 
breakdowns to provide 
comparative data? 

•      The additional data you need 
to ensure comparisons are fair, 
such as population size? 

•      Other data which might 
provide interesting analysis to 
compare or relate the spending 
to?” 
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This information was copied from http://datajournalismhandbook.org/1.0/en/understanding_data_5.html and shared under a Creative 
Commons Attribution-ShareAlike license 

	



Storytelling with Data: A Data Visualization 
Guide for Business Professionals 

•  Understand the context 
• Choose an appropriate 

visual display 
•  Eliminate clutter 
•  Focus attention where 

you want it 
•  Think like a designer 
•  Tell a story 
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Types 
•  1D/Linear 

•  lists of data items, organized by a 
single feature (e.g., alphabetical 
order) 
(not commonly visualized) 

•  2D/Planar (incl. Geospatial) 
•  3D/Volumetric 

•  3D computer models, surface and 
volume rendering, computer 
simulations 

•  Temporal 
•  Timeline, time series, connected 

scatter plot, Gantt Chart,  

•  nD/Multidimensional 
•  Category proportions, counts 
•  Pie chart, histogram, wordle/tag 

cloud, unordered bubble chart/cloud, 
bar chart, tree map, scatter plot, line 
chart, step chart, heat map, radar/
spider chart, box and whisker plot,  

•  Tree/Hierarchical 
•  General tree visualization, 

dendrogram, radial tree, hyperbolic 
tree, tree map, wedge stack graph 
(radial hierarchy)/sunburst 

•  Network 
•  Matrix, node-link diagram, 

dependency graph/circular hierarchy, 
hive plot, subway map 
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https://guides.library.duke.edu/datavis/vis_types &  
This taxonomy is based on a data taxonomy from: Shneiderman, B. (1996). 
The eyes have it: A task by data type taxonomy for information visualizations. Proceedings of IEEE Symposium on Visual Languages - Boulder, CO (pp. 
336-343). 
	



Data Visualization Tools 
• Simply Analytics 
• Tableau 
• Raw.DensityDesign.org 
• Bubblus 
• The Noun Project 
• Freepik 
• Piktochart 

• Excel 
• Adobe Illustrator 
• R 
• D3 
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Make a Data Visualization in a 
Hot Minute 
http://raw.densitydesign.org/ 
 

https://tinyurl.com/csudataviz 
 

•  3D Printer Requests & Usage for Spring 
2018 

•  Data Filtering 
•  Deleted Blanks for timestamp, when 

printed 
•  Delete print duration of 0:00:00 
•  Undefined for blanks in why used  
•  Split timestamp to date and time columns 
•  Added columns - submission day & days 

between submission and print 

 

•  Data Dashboards 
•  Alma 
•  Primo 
•  LibInsights 

•  https://sdsu.libinsight.com/dataseta.php?
id=16539  
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https://tinyurl.com/
csudataviz 
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Let’s Create a Data Visualization 
•  Topic? 
•  Audience? 
•  Communication Objective? 
•  What’s the story in my data? 
•  Why am I using a data 

visualization? 
•  Colors, icons, images mean 

symbolic meaning? 
•  Type of Graph? 
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Publishing 
•  If we want our research study to be verifiable, we must publish the data in 

some form alongside our final visualization.  
•  Means that others can correct errors in the event that our filtering/refining was 

imperfect, remix our data by applying it to another visualization technique, or reuse it as 
part of a larger study that takes our data as but one of several sources 

•  Considerations: 
•  Wary of publishing any personally identifiable information (PII) or data with strong 

patterns that could be linked to individuals 
•  Patron privacy – should not share or publish data that could reveal information about an 

individual without their explicit permission 
•  73 questions in July vs question at 7:05 pm on July 3 on illegal fireworks 

•  Document thoroughly à a raw data set with no description of its schema, data 
types, or collection procedures is often worse than no data at all because of 
the ease with which it is misinterpreted 
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